
Drink @ The Cornerhouse 

 

Draught Beers 
 

Peroni Nastro Azzurro  

Beer Type: Premium Lager | ABV: 5.1% | Brand Origin: Italy  

A premium Italian lager, with a distinctive, intensely crisp and refreshing character. Brewed in Italy 
since 1963 and available across the UK, Peroni Nastro Azzurro captures the Italian spirit: a passion 
for life, authenticity and quality. 
 

Carlsberg  

Beer type: Pilsner | ABV: 5% | Brand Origin: Denmark  

Brewed for the first time in 1904, Carlsberg pilsner is part of the Danish cultural heritage. You will 
experience a harmonious balance between bitterness and the sweetness of apples, while enjoying the 
bright golden colour with the nice looking foam. The aroma is dominated by pine, straws, hazelnut and 
sorrel. 

San Miguel 

Beer type: Pilsner-style | ABV: 5% | Brand Origin: Manila, Philippines | Since: 1890 

San Miguel is golden yellow in colour with reflections of old gold. On the nose it offers hints of smoke 
against a background of grains. On the palate it is balanced, toasted, of medium bitterness with a 
prevailing subtle toasting of the barley. The medium persistence aftertaste holds echoes of 
liquorice.   
 

Mahou 

Beer type: Pilsner | ABV: 5.1% | Brand Origin: Spain 

The origins of Mahou lie in Madrid, where this celebrated Pilsen-style lager has been synonymous with 
the city’s beer and tapas culture since it was first brewed in 1890 by the children of Casimiro Mahou, a 
French entrepreneur. It has a five-star taste and is brewed using premium Spanish and Bavarian hops 
and a century-old strain of brewer’s yeast. A hint of malted barley and a gentle bitterness combine for 
a clean refreshing flavour that makes Mahou the ideal companion for Spanish cuisine. 

 

Poretti 3 

Beer type: Pilsner | ABV: 4.8% | Brand Origin: Italy 

Poretti is an aromatic, citrusy lager with a hoppy lingering finish. When Angelo Poretti, decided to 
leave Varese and make his fortune in Europe, he travelled around Bavaria and Bohemia, getting to know 
beer and its secrets, becoming a passionate blonde drink lover. At the age of 47 he fed his dream to 
build his own brewery in Italy, founding “Industrie Poretti” where pure air, portentous water and 
Angelo’s genius led to the first brew in 1877 in Valganna. 

 

Asahi 

Beer type: Premium lager | ABV: 5.2% | Brand Origin: Japan 

When Asahi Super Dry was introduced, it brought an entirely new genre of beer to Japan, and then to the 
world. Brewed to the authentic Japanese recipe to deliver its dry, crisp taste and quick clean finish, 
Asahi Super Dry complements all occasions. Its distinctive taste is known as Karakuchi (dry). A taste we 
are dedicated to mastering, by using only the finest ingredients and continuously advancing our 
brewing technology.  

 

London Fields Broadway Boss 

Beer type: Pilsner lager | ABV: 4.6% | Brand Origin: London 

Unfiltered, no nonsense, pilsner lager brewed to style. Classic Mittelfruh meets Lemondrop hops for 
refreshing bitterness with new wave lemony zing. Clean finish comes from proper lager yeast and a four 
week process. 

 



London Fields 3 Weiss Monkeys  

Beer type: IPA & wheat beer hybrid | ABV: 5.0% | Brand Origin: London 

IPA & wheat beer hybrid with bursts of banana and citrus. Banana and spice come from the German weiss 
yeast, balanced with Citra and Mosaic. An unruly fusion of hefeweizen and IPA - born to be different. 

 

London Fields Hackney Hopster 

Beer type: Pale Ale | ABV: 4.2% | Brand Origin: London 

Balanced pale with light bitterness, showcasing passionfruit and citrus notes. A rework of the 
original Hopster recipe, one of the first beers in London to showcase NZ hops back in 2011. 

 

Brooklyn Lager 

Beer type: American Dark Lager | ABV: 5.2% | Brand Origin: United States 

Brooklyn Lager is amber-gold in colour and displays a firm malt centre supported by a refreshing 
bitterness and floral hop aroma. Caramel malts show in the finish. The aromatic qualities of the beer 
are enhanced by “dry-hopping”, the centuries-old practice of steeping the beer with fresh hops as it 
undergoes a long, cold maturation. The result is a wonderfully flavourful beer, smooth, refreshing 
and very versatile with food. 

 

Brooklyn Scorcher IPA 

Beer type: India Pale Ale | ABV:4.5% | Brand Origin: United States 

Brooklyn Scorcher IPA is a surprisingly sessionable IPA. A floral, piney aroma strikes first, followed 
by a burst of mouthwatering bitterness as the hops begin their attack. Suddenly, a hint of toasty 
malt and a clean, lively finish burst in to leave you thirsty for more. It’s ludicrously tasty, and at a 
reasonable 4.5%, it’s a beer you can come back to again and again.  

 

Shed Head 

Beer type: Ale | ABV: 4.6% | Brand Origin: Sweden 

Shed Head is an American pale ale, dry hopped using Cascade and Citra hops, brewed in Falkenberg, 
Sweden and imported to the UK. Golden amber in colour, this beer has a generous white frothy head and 
is highly carbonated. It has a clean, fresh fragrant aroma of mango, soft fruits and hints of fresh 
slightly spicy herbal hops. The beer is easy drinking, medium in strength, with slight caramel notes 
and beautifully balanced with clean spicy hops and a short, dry cleansing finish. 

 

Somersby Original 

Beer type: Cider | ABV: 4.5% | Brand Origin: Denmark | Since: 2013 

This crisply delicious cold-filtered cider has no artificial flavours or sweeteners, simply bucket-
loads of great apple taste. That's real refreshment. 

 

Somersby Strawberry & Rhubarb 

Beer type: Cider | ABV: 4% | Brand Origin: Denmark 

Somersby Strawberry & Rhubarb is a fruit cider made in Herefordshire using real fruits, to deliver a 
balance of sweetness with aromas of ripe strawberries against rich, earthy rhubarb. 

 

Guinness 

Beer type: Stout | ABV: 4.2% | Brand Origin: Ireland 

A sweet smelling aroma with a coffee and malty nose, the perfect balance of bitter and sweet with malt 
and roast characters. Rich and creamy. Distinctive, Ruby Red colour. Velvety in its finish. Our most 
iconic beer was developed in 1959 by our brewers’ and launched as a celebration of the 200 years 
anniversary of Arthur Guinness signing his 9,000-year lease 

 

We have an ever-changing range of 8 cask ales, including local Lancashire & Cumbrian 
breweries, as well as some carefully selected ales from across the country.  

Ask our team for today’s choices. 


